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By H. David Brown

Authorhouse. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 208 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.6in.This Scottish Historical Novel is based on well known historical events and the authors
personal experiences. The novels main characters include three unrelated native born Scots. Tracy,
a lady Royal Navy fighter pilot operating from her ship, H. M. S. Ark Royal, above the South China
seas off Hong Kong; Alan, a Royal Bank of Scotland manager employed in the banks Hong Kong
office also acting as a volunteer Auxiliary Marine Police Inspector operating in Hong Kong waters:
and Grant, an almost destitute professional golfer playing his last sponsored professional golf
tournament in China. These three characters, albeit during unusual circumstances, each receive
separate signsin the form of mysteriously engraved coins or tokens. These tokens, when compared
with similar tokens found after worldwide searches by Archeology Professor Angus Ogilvy, bring all
five characters together in a common cause. This cause, namely finding the much sought after
ancient Scottish artifact; the Stone of Destiny also known as Jacobs Pillow, creates the intriguing
theme of this novel. Since the year 847 AD, thirty one Scottish kings were crowned sitting upon the
ancient Stone of Destiny it having originated in...
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An incredibly great book with perfect and lucid answers. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You will not sense monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you question me).
-- Na nnie Lindg r en Jr .-- Na nnie Lindg r en Jr .

Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk
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